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REPoRT
on the dissertation of

Sviatoslav SHEKIIANOV

on the topic:

Nonlinear laser absorption under high,energy-density conditions

The dissertation focusses, via a theoretical and, numerical research work, on the scenario of

shock ignition, within the context of inertial confi,nement fusion (ICF) induced by imPinging a

nanosecond high-power }aser pulse on a millimetre,size deuterium-tritium-filled caPsule. In this
scenario dating back to 2009, two different topics are addresses: (i) the nonlinear processes

which scatter the incident laser light, namely the stimulated Brillouin (SBS) and Raman (SRS)

scatterings, which contribute to reduce the amount of laser light deposited into the caPsule and
(iD tne cr"eation of a long quasi-homogeneous plasma from a porous foam, used to smooth the

laser-beam homogeneity flaws, a heterogeneous material made of 1 pm-scale solid Plastic/gas
cells. Coherently with the present ICF programs, a 0.35 pm laser wavelength (denoted

henceforward }"o) has been used along this work. The work has been carried out within a

coilaboration framework between the Czech Technica} University in Prague and UniversitY of

Bordeaux. The dissertation entails 141 pages of text including the bibliographY. The results are

already reported in 4 papers published in peer-reviewed journals with the candidate as the first
author. Hárebelow, the-main points found in the six parts of the dissertation are detailed,

chapter per chapter and the issues raised by the results are collected at the end ofthis rePort.

The introduction (tt pages) gives an overview ofthe context ofresearches on laser-driven ICF,
on both pathways, indirect drive, with better homogeneity of the capsule irradiation but lower

efficiency, and direct drive, with lower complexity but higher sensitivity to the laser beam

quality which furthermore features alternative scenarii. In the latter, the shock ignition consists

in launching, in addition to a main laser pulse used to highly compress the capsule core, a short

laser pulse able to send a strong shock going inward to the capsule core in order to heat it uP to

trigger the nuclear fusion reactions.

Part I (g+ pages) gathers the knowledge on the various laser-plasma interaction Processes at

stake: (D ú"". absoiption induced by electron-ion collisions within the linear resPonse of the

plasmai it is strengtňened nearby the so-called critical density n" beyond which the laser light
cannot penetrate. (iil SBS growth rate and spatial gain for inhomogeneous plasma and its
dependence on plasma flow, laser bandwidth and multiple ion speciesi C and H ions show a 6-

fold increase of the ion-acoustic wave damping induced by a kinetic effect of the light Protons
and a spatial gain reduced by a factor three. (iiil SRS with generated hot electronsi non

monotonic density profile induced by the ponderomotive pressure below the scatter-wave cut-

off density n./4 has a large impact on the SRS-induced absorption. A kinetic model of a Plane
wave obliquely incident on a plasma surface is described together with a bottom and toP densitY
cavity model. The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant and the collisionless
absorption by mode damping on the wall of the cavity are calculated as a function of the electron

temperature and the cavity width. 1 %-absorption is observed. 2 }"o width is a critical cavitY size

below which the mode frequency grows rapidly towards 0.5 olo and beyond which'SRS behaves

as in the bottom density plasma. This analytical model is appealing but the context of the
presence of these cavities with the numerous previous works of the 80's to explain the

specificities of the SRS backscattered light spectrum is lacking. The chapter ends with the
preheating ofťhe capsule core by the hot electrons generated by essentially SRS at tYPical 50

teV fumperature. The wave-particle interaction processes are reviewed: Landau damPing,
particle trapping and wavebru.kirrg. It should be noted that SI units are used in the text (with

dielectric permittivity in vacuum explicitly written) but CGS units are used for MaxweII

equations and in Chapter II as weII.
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Chapter II Q5 pages) reports on numerical simulations carried out with a kinetic plasma model,
centred on Masov equation coupled to Maxwell equations solved by a particle-in-cell (PIC) code.
The chapter starts with the basic principles of a PIC code and some features of the new open-
access code used. The time/space scales resolved in PIC codes, namely the electron plasma
period/Debye length, limits dramaticaliy to 5-10 picoseconds the physical duration of a PIC
simulation. As a usual laser pulse is in the range 103-a picoseconď, PIC simulations need to use
plasma conditions specific to one time within the laser pulse. The features of the plasma
(ionization level, density, flow, temperature proíiles) are consequently provided by a one-fluid
model coupled to a reduced model for the electromagnetic field. A well,known 2D code from CEA
and University of Bordeaux has been used. Six lD simulations have been carried-out over 8 ps
with different parameters (1) reference case with no collisions, no flow, one ion species, (2) with
collisions, (3) with linear flow ramp, (4) with both collisions and flow, (5) H and ion species, (6)

H and ion species and a laser bandwidth. The macroscopic parameters are] constant laser
irradiance 6 1015 Wcmz, simulated density range [0.0S,O.ZS] over 286 }"o length framed by 14 }"o

vacuum area. Particle boundary conditions model a canonical system with a plasma tank on
both sides at constant temperature. First, results on the time influence on temperature, on
reflexion, transmission and absorption are given. Time-space display of the back-scattered light
and the longitudinal electric field conditions show scenario where after 4 ps SBS backscatter
strongly the incoming light. With plasma flow, the inhomogeneous flow kills SBS and let SRS
grow. Second, hot electron generation is presenteď, 10 % of the electron are seen as hot ones,
with 35 keV temperature at maximum reduced to 10 keV when SRS is inhibited by strong SBS
or laser bandwidth. At last, results on ion heating driven by both SBS and expansion of the SRS-
generated cavities are reported. The next part reports on 2D simulations. No detailed
information is given as to the conditions of simulations: collisionless, no bandwidth, no
expansion are indicated only in the concluding part of the chapter. As major results: weak SRS
backscatter (4o/o), high SBS level (10 to 40 %) and hot electron observed at 90 keV-temperature
at the pulse intensity peak and in a large 50" half-aperture cone. As a difference with lD
simulations, sidescatter plays a large role and the driven-EPW is claimed to trigger Langmuir
decay instability.

Chapter III (19 pages) concentrates on the behaviour of a foam, from a rigid set of plastic-made
solid bits surrounded by atmosphere gás, toward a homogeneous plasma. The involved processes
of ionization and subsequent heating and fluid expansion and mixing with neighbour solid sites
are made intricate because of the large density and material gradient on micrometre scale. This
topic had a burst activity around 2010 in US and France in connexion with megajoule laser
programs. One difficulty comes from the size for the solid element comparable to the laser
wavelength. A 2D analytic model of the interaction is proposed assuming the plastic part is a
solid-density disk (infinitely,Iong cylinder) instantaneously ionized such that the resulting free
electron density make the plastic bit opaque. This disc is on the centre of a much larger square
cel}, such that at last when homogenized the cell is characťerízed by an underdense transparent
homogenised plasma. Following the Mie theory, the electric field expanded on a set of Bessel
functions lets find the scattered field and the absorbed one (collisional or collisionless) in the
disc as a function of the radius and the angle for two density profiles: uniform or bell-shaped.
The latter make the two polarisations largely differentiate, due to resonant absorption induced
when the incident electric field is within the disc plane. Clear influence of this process is
observed by comparing the radial distribution of laser energy deposition as a function of the
density ramp. The field polarization perpendicular to the disk shows a beII shape ássociated to
the collisions whereas the polarization in the disk plane exhibits in addition a resbnance at
critical density, which with 90 % of t}re total absorption largely dominates the total absorption.
Two hydro codes, one at University of Prague and another open-access, have been used with
multiscale model featuring the discussed cold-to-hot foam homogenization model.

Chapter IV (21 pages) reports on 2D PIC simulations of a laser wave impinged upon a series of
discs representing a porous material, with simi}ar geometry as discussed in the analyticai
previous chapter. Somehow low irradiance 101a Wcm2 has been used with piastic disc with
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densitY 35 n", 1 eV temPerature and radius 0.1 pm within a 2.7 1lmsize square. The densityProfile shows that a rarefaction \MaVe converges towards the ai.. .urrt"" preserving a radiaisYmmetrY and after 8 Ps an outward motion i. á..*irt"d to the expansion causing the decreaseof the Peak densitY, Eiectron 
'''ď io., energies are then analysed: referred to the cylinder axis,Parallel Polarization (P) lets see 0.02 and 0.3 keÝ e/ion temperatures whereas normalPolarization (S; electric fieid within the disc plane) 

"ho*. much larger energies 0.7 and 25 keVresPectivelY' In the latter case, the ceil is filled with it u'"*puraed plasma at 4 ps. perpendicularPolarization shows a larger laser absorption, because"of strong resonant absorption. The textrePorts a detailed analYsis of the simulátion 
""a ""-p".ison w]ith trr" ."ůtical results basedon a hYPer-Gaussian densitY ProfiIe separating the abiation velocity as"ociated to the disc massvariation and the exPansion velocity attached to the variation orine 

"urrirut 
density and theProfile stiffness (negative when rarefaction *u.r"). r,o"S G:;i. ři;;i;;;;ion, ablation (resp.exPansion) dominates and the homogenization time is roughlý rls 

"f 
t}r" ;""ond case, i.e, 30 ps.A singular feature of this kl"d oflnteraction is the ions are hotter than the electrons (s.an.+keV) and the large role of ion-ion coilisio". i"a""-g ].-urr"" coilision mean free path for ionscomPared to the e]ectron one, From this analysi.;;f";-"d with a kinetic model, a so-cailedmacroscale fluid modei has been imPiement"a irr't*o-"adial geometry codes, playing with aunique Plasma densitY and flow and two different electron and ion energies te,i: one 1oca1 codein Prague UniversitY and one op".r].or""e code. Three different kinds oř state of matter havebeen modelled: Piece of soiid 

",,iárrrra"a by .,ru.,r,.rrrl litur-"aiute state and plasma state. Forthe first cases, the cYlinder-plane *u.,r" -oa"l discussed before is solved together with the laserand heat transPort in the n"ia (mlcrosca]e model). In case when the cell j"-r.itv becomes equalto the surrounding densitY, the piasma is considered dominating and the full 4-equation fluidmodel (macroscale) is soived, ri" l.r"o,,,ing tight is modeiled by a set of rays which sufferrefraction and absorPtion bY each traversed ceillAs u pu"r-o.rnt result of this work, the modelshows a better agreement to the models p"opo*a 
-Jiice 

zors by Gu'skov et al (absorptionunderestimate) and Belyaev (ub"o.plio., orr"""ji-ut").--t
The conclusion (3 pages) summarizes the two different parts of this work: (i) via plasma kinetic-Maxwell couPled equation simulation, the mitigationáisgs_u.ra the important absorption atquarter-critical density SRS in density cavities,'(ii) th; Ú* theory-baseďmodel, its validationbY 2D kinetic simulations- 

1nd i-|i"-",rtation into a fluid model 
"oa". 

Trri. is followed by ashort list of ProsPects, multi-Pa"á"i", analysis where multi-ion species, laser bandwidth andfluid exPansion variat1o" 
1'_9l"i""Jt"*"ther and trr" irrn,ru"ce of the pore size in the foams. Thelist of conferences and Puniisnea |up""* is then girr";;a the dissertation is ended as usualwith a large bibliograPhý, guth"'i"';iioneer papers and recent papers associated to a very activearea ofphysics.

As conclusive remarks, the dissertatio.n reports on original results collected during a 5-yearresearch activity, rlhi9h show a high scientiiic value *iit-irr" context of an alternative scenarioof the direct drive for ICF, trac}r.Ňi"a process i" iot.áJ.,.ed by a short list of previous workswith their main inPut, so exPlicati"g irr" 
"rrui"id;l1h;;r"" researches over the world on thischallenging toPic, The text is *"rr *7iit"i (""1y;};* -io"i"rs have t"".r rrot"a), easy to read,to understandi the Summary which 

"rrds 
uuáh .h;o;;;i"s been greatly appreciated. Eventhough the detaiis of numerilui o-"rutions and the iomputing aspects u.L r* to be given, i.e.simulation time, diagnostics to uaupt,-irr;i;;ň:;"H"*ť.'m,rotu"a in running the siínulationsand develoPing diagnostics u"a 

""'i, -ode]s withi.r trr" .oJ"* and this is well řrro*r, to be verytime'consuming, to require deep investment and effort to be able to extract interesting resultsfrom the mass of data Provid"á uy tt 
""u 

.,'.,ttiple different numericai tools. Aware of all thePositive arguments Pointed o"t o" tt 
" 

pty"i". sut}r"*"d ];this drssertation, I acknowledge thequalitY of the reseárch *o"t, .o,ra.r"á; ;v tni:;;ň;;, who fulfils the requirements to beawarded Doctor of PhilosoPhY and I r""o--u.rd S. Shekhanov to defence his phD thesis.
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The reading induced me several questions which are listed below, with reference to the

typescript page:

Chapter I:

lP. 22: why is ÝT di.""gu.rd"ed?
aP. 22: is the bandwidth used for a unique ion species?

Chapter II:

l About the boundary conditions, symmetry chosen would be discussed, since on the vacuum
side, a sticky condition is expected to be more appropriate than a reflective condition.

r p. 54: how is the electron bulk temperature T" inferred with no account of the hot electrons
would be commented. Its growth associated the n"l4 density SRS needs to be clarifred.

r P. 58: SRS is claimed to be convective. What about the presence of IAW generated by SBS
which can destabiiize into absolute instability?

r p. 59: the cavity,induced absorption @.t Yů is well beiow the observed absorption (rO X).
How can it be claimed so important?

l P. 66: no geometrical aspect for the 2D runs is given. What about the transverse
conditions? The transverse size?

r p. 68: the definition behind the plasma wave turbulence should be given?
r 2D simulations report on existence of Langmuir-decay-instability (LDI) of the SRS-driven

plasma wave only for sidescatter. Why is this instability invisible for 1D simulations?
l As no information is provided on the runtime, it is unclear why only 6 lD simulations and

1 2D simulation have been carried out and not a larger parametric study

Chapter III:

r P. 81: how many harmonics are required to get physical results?
l P. 84: numerical solving is carried out via a Wolfram Mathematica package. The kind of

solving anď procedure would be detailed?

Chapter IV:

lp.92 (ng. (ď: why is there a hole, visible only for P polarisation? Why does the plasma
expand with a monotonic profile?

l The model disregarďs the low intensity solid-laser interaction. What about the possible
destruction of the foam pattern by a shock induced by laser irradiances as low as 1O8

Wcm2 ?

conclusion:

r With the benefit of the hindsight brought by these reported results, which credit could be

bring to the shock ignition scenario within short term?

Saclay, ApňI282023

Professor G. Bonnaud
Docteur ď'Etat ěs Sciences-Physiques (Dr. Hab.)

ilrstí,


